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Abstract

The current threats to US security, both military and civilian, have
led to an increased interest in the development of technologies
to safeguard national facilities such as military bases, federal
buildings, nuclear power plants, and national laboratories. As a
result, the imaging, robotics, and intelligent systems (IRIS)
laboratory at the University of Tennessee has established a
research consortium, known as security automation and future
electromotive robotics (SAFER), to develop, test, and deploy
sensing and imaging systems. In this paper, we describe efforts
made to build multi-perspective mosaics of infrared and color
video data for the purpose of under vehicle inspection. It is
desired to create a large, high-resolution mosaic that may be
used to quickly visualize the entire scene shot by a camera
making a single pass underneath the vehicle. Several constraints
are placed on the video data in order to facilitate the assumption
that the entire scene in the sequence exists on a single plane.
Therefore, a single mosaic is used to represent a single video
sequence.
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1. Introduction

In the present situation, mobile sensor platforms

are becoming key elements of safety and

surveillance. The imaging, robotics, and intelligent

systems (IRIS) laboratory at the University of

Tennessee has established a program for security

automation and future electromotive robotics

(SAFER) to develop, test, and deploy sensing and

imaging systems that augment the missions of

current and future mobile sensor platforms.

In essence, SAFER seeks to deploy “sixth-sense”

technologies such as thermal imaging cameras,

laser range scanners, and other advanced sensors

and to incorporate autonomous intelligence into

these sensors through the development of fusion

and processing algorithms.

1.1 SAFER overview

As shown in Figure 1, the three fundamental

elements of a robotics platform are sensing,

processing, and mobility. The main focus of the

SAFER program is the development of processing

algorithms. Currently, a variety of sensors and

mobile platforms are available. The link that

requires additional research is the processing to

bring these elements together. Specific

technologies that SAFER has targeted include

processing and fusion of 2D video from visual and

thermal cameras. For the development of these

technologies SAFER promotes the notion of “SFC

bricks” to achieve an interchangeable sensor suite.

A sensing, fusion, and communications (SFC)

brick is a three-module concept. The sensor

module contains one – or integrates multiple

sensors – to collect data around the robot

environment. The fusion module processes this

data and incorporates reasoning and analysis.

Finally, the communications module transmits this

information to appropriate end users. The SFC

brick concept allows the user to easily deploy and

upgrade the system as new sensor bricks become

available.

1.2 Targeted mission

To center research efforts, SAFER firstly targets a

specific mission for the inspection of vehicle

undercarriages The key design of this system is for

the robot and sensors to have a low profile for

navigation underneath a vehicle such as a car or

truck. Figure 2 shows this mission. This figure

shows a prototype platform that has the flexibility
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to accommodate a variety of different sensors.

The platform is able to navigate under a vehicle

steered by a remote operator. The cavity just above

the IRIS logo contains a mirror system to allow

different sensors to view up and under a vehicle.

This prototype is able to maneuver completely

under standard cars and trucks.

The SAFER program is using this platform to

experiment with different sensor configurations to

study the under vehicle inspection problem.

Vehicle inspection is traditionally accomplished

through security personnel walking around a

vehicle with a mirror on the end of a stick. That

person is able to view underneath a vehicle with the

mirror to identify contraband such as weapons,

bombs, or other security threats. However, the

challenge is to overcome the problem that the

mirror-on-a-stick approach only allows partial

coverage under a vehicle, and the mirror is often

restricted by ambient lighting conditions such as

poor lighting or sunlight glare. The prototype

above seeks to overcome these issues by allowing

complete coverage with the low-profile robot

and extending beyond visible inspection by using

thermal cameras. Additionally, the stand-off

capabilities that the prototype offers is an attractive

alternative where potential harm to security

personnel is possible. A mirror-on-a-stick solution

puts personnel in harms way, but the remote

wireless links of the prototype in the figures allows

the user to remain at a safe distance.

However, there are times when video tends to be

a cumbersome format for referencing visual

information. As the camera moves through the

scene, the inspection personnel involved must be

watching the video sequence the entire time it is

running or risk missing important details. If the

personnel see that something is amiss or are

momentarily distracted, they need to rewind the

video or remotely move the mobile platform back

to center on the area in question.

Suppose that all the visual information in a

single video sequence captured by the surveillance

camera were somehow represented by a single,

large, high-resolution image that encompasses the

entire scene. This image would be a mosaic

composed of all the individual video frames taken

by that single camera. It has been argued that

mosaics provide efficient and complete

representations of video sequences (Irani et al.,

1996; Zheng, 2003). A mosaic representation

eases the inspection process by removing the inter-

frame redundancies seen in video sequences, since

a mosaic represents each spatial point in the

sequence only once. This representation of a video

sequence shortens the inspection time by allowing

inspection personnel to refer disparate spatial

points quickly during inspection. This concept is

shown in Plate 1.

The motivation for this work stems from the

need to create high-resolution images by building

mosaics from a series of infrared and color video

data acquired for under vehicle inspection. Video

Figure 1 The fundamental elements of a robotics platform. The
SAFER program focuses on the processing component through
fusion of multiple sensors

Figure 2 These images depict a prototype for the SAFER mobile sensor platform: (a) the configurable sensor bay has a view portal just
above the IRIS logo in this image and (b) the low-profile platform can navigate remotely under vehicles
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was obtained from a mobile platform moving along

the underside of vehicles for the purpose of threat

detection, using both standard video as well as

infrared modalities. Our aim was to devise a

method that is capable of creating very high-

resolution images from video sequences from both

modalities. We employ multi-perspective mosaic

construction paradigms to devise our solution

since techniques for multi-perspective mosaic

building are well-suited for creating mosaics from

image sequences where the camera’s optical center

moves during data acquisition. Constructing

multi-perspective mosaics of infrared and video

images is one of the features included in the

SAFER vehicle inspection system which is

described in more detail in Page et al. (2004).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses the method for multi-

perspective mosaic construction and the

underlying constraints. Experimental results are

shown in Section 3, and the paper concludes in

Section 4.

2. Multi-perspective mosaic construction

To address the under vehicle inspection problem,

we propose to align video images by building

multi-perspective mosaics. The term “multi-

perspective mosaic” originates from the aim to

create mosaics from sequences where the optical

center of the camera moves; hence, the mosaic is

created from camera views taken from multiple

perspectives. This is opposed to panoramic mosaic

building techniques, which aim to create mosaics

traditionally taken from a panning, stationary

camera. In other words, panoramic mosaic

construction techniques create 3608 surround

views for stationary locations while the objective of

multi-perspective mosaic building is to create very

large high-resolution, billboard-like images from

translating camera imagery. The paradigms

associated with building multi-perspective

mosaics, as described by Peleg and Herman

(1997), are straightforward. For a video sequence,

the motion exhibited in the sequence must first be

determined. Then, strips are sampled from each

video frame in the sequence with the shape, width,

and orientation of the strip chosen according to the

motion in sequence. These strips are then

arranged together to form the multi-perspective

mosaic.

For instance, for a camera translating sideways

past a planar scene that is orthogonal to the

principal axis of the camera, the dominant motion

visible in the scene would be translational motion

in the opposite direction of the camera’s

movement. A strip sampled from each frame in the

sequence must be oriented perpendicular to the

motion; therefore, in this case, the strip is vertically

oriented. The width of a strip would be

determined by the magnitude of the motion

detected for the frame associated with that strip.

2.1 Constraints

In this work, we have placed certain constraints on

the movement of the mobile platform to match the

scenario just described These restrictions greatly

simplify the mosaic construction process, and a

systematic method of acquiring data of the scene

would most likely obey these restrictions. First, it is

assumed that the camera is translated solely on a

single plane that is parallel to the plane of the

scene. It is also assumed that the viewing plane of

the camera is parallel to this plane of the scene.

Finally, it is assumed that the camera does not

rotate about its principal axis.

The collective effect of these constraints is that

motion between frames is restricted to pure

translational motion. An ideal video sequence

would come from a camera moving in a constant

direction while the camera’s principal axis is kept

Plate 1 Mosaics as concise representations of video sequences
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orthogonal to the scene of interest. A camera

placed on a mobile platform may be used for this

purpose. The platform may then be moved in a

straight line past the scene. If the scene is larger

than the camera’s vertical field of view, several

straight line passes may be made to ensure that the

entire scene is captured. A single pass will produce

one mosaic. Figure 3 shows a characteristic

acquisition set-up.

To accelerate mosaic construction, we suppose

that the scene is roughly planar. This simplifies

the processing to finding only one dominant

motion vector between two adjacent frames, and

using that motion as the basis for registration of

the images. The assumption of a planar scene,

of course, does not hold for most under vehicle

scenes, as there will always be some parts under

the vehicle closer to the camera than others. This

situation results in a phenomenon called motion

parallax: objects closer to the camera will move

past the camera’s field of view faster than objects

in the background. We assume, however, that

these effects are negligible and will not adversely

affect the goal of creating a summary of the under

vehicle scene.

Other systems, for example, an X-Y plotter

beneath a plate of glass with the car being driven

over the inspection site, are not considered here

due to their lack of flexibility in the inspection

process. Our remotely controlled mobile

inspection platform is able to revisit an area of

interest beneath the car and to zoom into that area

for a more detailed description if desired. Another

approach could be to measure the movement of

the wheels utilizing information from wheel

encoders to determine the translation between one

frame and the next. This would significantly

simplify the computation of the translation

between the frames and it would avoid the

computationally-intensive Fourier processing.

However, these data are not always reliable due to

slippage, spinning, and other tire-soil interactions.

In addition, the amount of translation within two

consecutive video frames relates to the distance

between the optical center of the camera and the

object surfaces beneath the car. Thus, the

movement of the sensing platform by a specific

distance beneath the undercarriage of a sports car

results in a much larger inter-frame translation

than the same movement of the sensing

platform carried out beneath the undercarriage of

a truck.

2.2 Distortion correction

The general framework of our algorithm is shown

in Figure 4. Following the description of Chen

(1998) for the general mosaic construction

process, we divide the process into three

processing steps. We correct each image in the

sequence for barrel distortion and perspective

distortion in the distortion correction step.

In the registration step, we compute the motion

associated with each frame in the sequence.

Finally, in the merging step, we select strips from

each image and paste them together based on the

motion computed in the registration stage.

The barrel-distortion correction problem

addressed in the correction step is fairly common.

The parameters for correction used in this work

were chosen manually, since we are only interested

in reducing the more extreme distortions at the

edge of the images. It is not required in our work

that the correction be completely precise.

Perspective distortion is performed to make the

sequence appear as though the camera’s principal

axis was orthogonal to the plane of the scene. This

step would not be necessary if the camera were

pointed straight up at the vehicle underside during

acquisition. In practice, due to vehicle ground

clearance issues, the camera is usually pointed at

an angle. Hence, perspective distortion correction

Figure 3 Video acquisition set-up using a camera mounted on a mobile platform

Figure 4 Flow chart of the mosaic construction process
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is used to compensate for this. The reason we do

this is that every element in the sequence displays

pure translational motion and not more general

affine motions. For this effort, the parameters for

barrel and perspective distortion correction were

chosen manually.

2.3 Registration using phase correlation

The registration step consists of computing the

translational motion for each frame in the

sequence. For any frame in the sequence, its

motion vector is computed relative to the next

frame of the sequence. The motion vector (u, v)

may consist of shifts in the horizontal (u) and

vertical (v) directions. Owing to motion parallax,

there may be more than one motion vector present

between two adjacent frames. Our aim is to

compute, for a pair of adjacent frames, one

dominant motion that may be used as the

representative motion. Dominant motion is

computed adopting the phase correlation method

described by Kuglin and Hines (1975), since this

technique is capable of extracting dominant inter-

frame translation even in the presence of many

smaller translations. Phase correlation has also

proven to be applied successfully for tile inspection

by Costa and Petrou (2000).

Phase correlation relies on the time shifting

property of the Fourier transform. The Fourier

transform of an image produces a spectrum of

frequencies measuring the rate of change of

intensity across the image. High frequencies

correspond to sharp edges, low frequencies to

gradual changes in intensity, such as lighting

changes on large, angled planar surfaces. The

spectrum F(j,h) is a frequency-signature of the

contents of the image. By correlating the spectra of

two images, the lines along which they match can

be established, and the translation between the two

can be found.

According to the property of the Fourier

transform, a translation within the image plane

corresponds to an exponential factor in Fourier

domain. Suppose, we have two images, one being a

translated version of the other, with a displacement

vector (x0, y0). Given the Fourier transforms of the

two images, F1 and F2, then the cross-power

spectrum of these two images is defined as:

F1ðj;hÞF*2ðj;hÞ

F1ðj;hÞF2ðj;hÞ
¼ e j2pðjx0þh y0Þ; ð1Þ

where F*2 is the conjugate of F2 and j and h are

variables in the frequency domain corresponding

to the displacement variables x, y in the spatial

domain. The inverse Fourier transform of the

cross-power spectrum, ideally, is zero everywhere

except at the location of the impulse indicating the

displacement (x0, y0) that corresponds to the

translation motion between the two images.

The inverse Fourier transform of the cross-power

spectrum is also referred to as the phase

correlation surface. If there are several elements

moving at different velocities in the picture, the

phase correlation surface will produce more than

one peak, with each peak corresponding to a

motion vector. By isolating the peaks, a group of

dominant motion vectors can be identified. This

information does not specify individual pixel-

vector relationships, but does provide information

concerning motions in the frame as a whole. In our

case, the strongest peak is selected as being

representative of the dominant motion. Note that

in our implementation, all images were resized to

256 £ 256 images prior to computing the Fourier

transform, in order to simplify our DFT

computation algorithm.

The results of the phase correlation algorithm

may be affected by a phenomenon called discrete

Fourier transform leakage (DFT leakage). DFT

leakage occurs in most Fourier transforms of real

images, and is caused by the discontinuities

between the opposing edges of the original image.

In order to deal with DFT leakage, a mask based

on the Hamming window is applied to each image

prior to calculating its Fourier transform. The

equation for the one-dimensional Hamming

window, which would provide the 1D weights of

the tapering window, is

HðxÞ ¼ 0:54 þ 0:46 cos
px

a

� �
: ð2Þ

The resulting tapering window removes the

discontinuities at the sides of the image while

preserving a majority of the information towards

the center of the images. All images are therefore

tapered prior to computing their Fourier

transforms applying equation (1). In addition,

we apply restrictions to the search region

within the phase correlation surface, based on

the motion we would expect to see in the video

sequence. The search region parameters are

determined by minimum and maximum values

for the horizontal and vertical motion vectors,

umin, umax, vmin, and vmax. These search region

boundaries aid in reducing incorrect inter-frame

motion estimates.

2.4 Merging and blending

Once the horizontal and vertical motions between

two images have been computed by means of

phase correlation, strips are acquired from one of

the images based on those motions One of the

motions will correspond to the direction in which

the camera moved during acquisition; this is called

the primary motion. The other motion, which may

be due to the camera deviating from a straight
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path, or the camera’s tilt, will be orthogonal to the

primary motion and is called the secondary

motion. The width of the strips is directly

related to the primary motion. Adjacent strips

on the mosaic are aligned using the secondary

motion.

Although the strips may be properly aligned,

seams may still be noticeable due to small motion

parallax, rotation, or inconsistent lighting. A simple

blending scheme is used in order to reduce the

visual discontinuity caused by seams. Suppose in

the mosaic Dm we have two strips sampled from

two consecutive images, D1 (the image on the left)

and D2 (the image on the right). The blending

function is a one-dimensional function that is

applied along a line orthogonal to the seam of the

strips. For a coordinate i along this line, the

intensity of its pixel in Dm is determined by:

Dm b 2
w

2
þ i

� �
¼

A1

1 2
i

w

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

B1

D1 c1 þ
w1

2
2

w

2
þ i

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

þ

A2

i

w

� �zffl}|ffl{ B2

D2 c2 2
w1

2
2

w

2
þ i

� �zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{
;

i ¼ 1. . .w;

ð3Þ

where c1 and c2 are the coordinates corresponding

to the centers of D1 and D2, respectively, w1 and w2

are the widths of the strips sampled from D1 and

D2, w ¼ minðw1;w2Þ; and b is the mosaic

coordinate corresponding to the boundary

between the two strips. The terms A1 and A2 are

weights for the pixel intensities for D1 and D2,

while B1 and B2 are the pixel intensities

themselves. For color images, this function is

applied to the red, green, and blue components of

the image. At a seam, this function adds weighted

pixel values from the images that intersect at the

seam. The weights of each pixel in a strip are a

function of the distance of the pixel from the

intersecting seam; the weights increase as pixels get

closer to the midpoint of the strip from which they

are sampled, and decrease as they get further

apart. At the seam, the weights for pixels from both

strips in an adjacent pair are equal, so that both

adjacent images contribute equally to the pixel

values at the seam. This simple blending technique

has been chosen to accelerate the mosaic building

process.

Note that results of higher image fidelity may be

obtained for the color image mosaic when applying

the (more computationally costly) technique of

Hasler and Süsstrunk (2004). Nevertheless, this

technique cannot be applied to the IR video

sequence. Furthermore, note that blending merely

creates more visual appealing imagery by

minimizing artifact seams. However, both blended

and non-blended mosaics can be made available to

aid inspection tasks.

After the blending is complete, the two strips

have been successfully amalgamated. The process

is then repeated for each subsequent frame in the

video sequence. After each cycle of the merging

process, the vertical and horizontal displacement

of the last strip in the mosaic is recorded, and this

information is used as the anchor for the next strip

in the mosaic. Once every frame in the video

sequence has been processed, the mosaic is

complete.

3. Experimental results

Two image modalities were used to acquire the

data used in this work: color video (visible-

spectrum) and infrared video. The color video

sequences for the under vehicle inspection efforts

used in this work were taken using a Polaris

Wp-300c Lipstick video camera mounted on

a mobile platform. Infrared video was taken using

a Raytheon PalmIR PRO thermal camera

mounted on the same platform. The Lipstick

camera has a focal length of 3.6 mm, a 1/3 in.

interline transfer CCD with 525-line interlace and

400-line horizontal resolution while the Raytheon

thermal camera has a minimum 25 mm focal

length (368 horizontal and 278 vertical field-of-

view). The tapering window parameter, a, was set

to 256=1:75 ¼ 146:286 for both sequences. We

choose this value because it gives us a compromise

between completely darkening the edges of each

frame while retaining detail at the center of each

frame (256 being the pixel-wise dimension of the

resized frames). The search region parameters

were set to:

umin ¼ 230; umax ¼ 30; vmin ¼ 2170;

vmax ¼ 0:

Here, we present the results of our mosaic

building algorithm on two video sequences.

The first, referred to here as UnderV3, is a

visible-spectrum color video sequence.

The second, IR1, is an infrared color video

sequence. The necessity of applying a blending

technique to the stitched mosaic for creating

visual appealing mosaics is shown as example

in Figure 5. The figure shows the results of

creating mosaics (a) without blending and

(b) with blending. Note the reduced

discontinuities at the seams separating each strip

in the mosaic after blending.

Finally, Figures 7 and 8 show the results of

constructing mosaics of the UnderV3 and IR1

video sequences. Figure 6(a) shows four sample
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frames from color video sequence UnderV3

which has been acquired with a camera pointing

to the undercarriage of a Dodge Ram. Two parts

of the constructed mosaic of sequence UnderV3

are shown in Figure 6(b). The mosaic was

created from 196 frames. Figure 7(a) shows four

sample frames from infrared video sequence IR1

which has been acquired in the same manner as

the color video sequence UnderV3 but with an

infrared camera. The mosaic is composed of

679 frames. From these results, it can be seen

that our algorithm is capable of providing a good

summary of these video sequences. There are

still discontinuities visible in the mosaic due to

motion parallax or absence of visual details that

can be used to compute inter-frame motion

(most noticeable in a large portion of the

IR1 mosaic). Still, this algorithm performs well

considering there are many parts of the IR1

sequence that display large homogenous areas.

Well-known local-motion analysis techniques

such as the Lucas and Kanade (1981) motion

analysis algorithm may have problems

identifying good global motion vectors for these

sequences.

Figure 6 (a) Sample frames from color video sequence UnderV3 which has been acquired with a camera pointing to the undercarriage
of a Dodge Ram. (b) Two parts of the constructed mosaic of sequence UnderV3

Figure 5 Results of mosaic building: (a) without blending and
(b) with blending
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4. Conclusions

We have presented a method for building mosaics

from video sequences for under vehicle inspection.

The method uses phase correlation to perform

registration and is capable of building mosaics

from video sequences captured using infrared and

visible-spectrum modalities. Given that many of

the image sequences used here often display large

homogenous areas with little visual detail, the

phase correlation method is demonstrated to be a

fairly robust registration method.
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